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Update paper to Committee
U1.0

Recommendation

U1.1

The recommendation as set out in the main report be updated to include the amended
conditions (including the reasons) as reported in section U6.0 below.

U2.0

Introduction

U2.1

Since the publication of the agenda, further responses have been received as summarised
below in section U3.0, and are included in full at Appendix UA2.0. In addition, a second
representation from MK Forum, which was received during the second consultation period, is
missing from the main report, and is therefore also included in the summary below, and in the
appendix.

U2.2

Officers have also further considered the published report and seek to provide the following
updates, corrections and/or additions.

U2.3

To aid in the reading and referencing of the main report during the committee meeting, a
contents list for the main report, including paragraph numbers and page numbers from the full
agenda document, is included in appendix UA3.0.

U2.4

For clarity and completeness, the full list of conditions is reproduced in section U6.0, to include
any amendments or clarifications, and to include the reasons for the conditions which were not
included in the main report. Any new wording is included in bold and any deletions in
strikethrough.

U2.5

One of these clarifications includes a correction to the Building Heights Parameters Plan, which
was incorrectly amended to show “up to 4 storeys” on an eastern residential parcel, which
should state “up to 2.5 storeys”, as shown on the originally submitted Parameter Plan. This plan
has been included in full in Appendix UA1.0, as well as an extract of the plan showing the
correction. This is the only change to this plan and is considered a correction. Reference to the
correct plan has been updated in condition 1.

U3.0

Additional consultations and representations
All responses and representations received can be viewed in full, online at www.miltonkeynes.gov.uk/publicaccess using application ref. 21/00999/OUTEIS. The following paragraphs
summarise the additional responses and representations received. As these may have been
received very recently, they may not yet have been processed so to appear on the website.

U3.1

North Crawley Parish Council
Note: submitted as a written statement in lieu of speaking request, as they are no longer able
to speak at the meeting.
Reiterates concerns regarding traffic and use of the village as a route towards Cranfield.
Considers that a Moulsoe bypass should be constructed as part of this development, as concern
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that Moulsoe will no longer be the advertised/obvious route from J14 to Cranfield. Concern
from increase traffic regarding impact on older buildings in the village and safety of residents.
U3.2

MKC Highways
Further comments in relation to drainage only
No objections. Suggests a condition for details of the surface water highways drainage and
informatives regarding aspects of that scheme. Further comments relate to how the drainage
scheme for residential parcels will be incorporated.
Note: the requested details are already encompassed in the existing conditions

U3.3

National Highways (Highways England)
Reiterates no objection and clarifies that the modelling shows that J14 will operate satisfactorily
in the future. Suggested conditions for additional modelling are to secure this once the strategic
infrastructure is operational, so that mitigation can be required if necessary, through via the
S106.
Note: these conditions and obligations are included in the main report.

U3.4

Anglian Water
Reiterates previous comments regarding AW assets, surface water drainage and foul water
drainage scheme. Notes that some areas of the development will be exposed to odour
emissions and noise from Cotton Valley Water Recycling Centre, and that it is not practicable
to restrict this at the source, suggesting that exposure should be mitigated through detailed
assessment and the layout and design of development. Reiterates requests for foul water
drainage scheme by condition.
Note: this has been addressed in the report and mitigated through the land use parameters
plans, and foul water drainage scheme is included.

U3.5

Representations from interested parties
MK Forum
Supportive of amendments to the plans to allow V11 Tongwell Street to continue to run in both
directions; concern that the closure of Carlton Gate reduces the flexibility for residents of
Willen, and cause problems particularly during rush hour. Consider the design of the road to be
be inconsistent with standard grid road infrastructure, given the overpass arrangement, and
should be at grade across the network. Reiterates consideration that the crossing is in the
wrong place.
Considers traffic analysis should include further times of day, not just rush hour. Considers that
inconsistency between different iterations of the plan suggests that proposals for HIF funding
were not fully developed, and that will result in higher cost to the Council. Considers that the
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merits of the scheme do not outweigh concerns regarding impact on grid road layout. Considers
feasibility assessment for alternative schemes should be provided, to consider the whole of MK
East.
MK Green Party
Considers application should be deferred as all applications at MKE should be considered
together. Opposes grid roads extending into expansion areas in general, but considers existing
site context allows for them in this area, though does not agree with layout of grid road and
crossings of the M1, and considers that traffic will be diverted onto non grid roads. Considers
that new road links will lead to increased use of junctions which are already at capacity. Concern
regarding new junction layout at Tongwell Street. Proposes alternative route across the M1,
and other alternative road proposals at North Crawley Road and Carlton Gate. Notes the southeast road spur and notes it could be extended to Cranfield. Suggests lower speed limits and
traffic calming are incorporated and further pedestrianisation, reduced parking, car-free areas,
provision of electric vehicle charging points and a car share scheme. Supports MRT but
considers the proposal will not safeguard route adequately and queries the route. Considers
further consideration of bus routes should be included.
Considers further accessibility and pedestrian cycle routes should be provided. Considers that
more grade separated pedestrian/cycle crossings of the A422 and M1 should be provided,
including south of Junction 14. Queries assumptions about train service made in Transport
Assessment. Considers car parking provision should be future proofed to be repurposed if fewer
cars are needed in the future. Considers all mature trees and hedgerow should be retained and
more trees should be planted, including street trees, with the green eastern perimeter buffer
extended to North Crawley Road. New linear park should be retained as much as possible, with
further tree planting.
Public representations
1 further comment from a member of the public has been received. Where these do not repeat
matters already summarised in the main report, the matters raised are summarised below:
▪

U4.0

Considers reference should be made to the Council's Mobility Strategy (LTP4): Road
Safety, Walking & Cycling and Smarter Travel Strategy as part of the MKC Local
Transport Plan (LTP4), and that a condition requiring assessment against the strategy
should be included.

Discussion
Transport impact on Cranfield and Central Bedfordshire

U4.1

Concern has been raised regarding the traffic and transport impacts on Cranfield and other
Central Bedfordshire villages in relation to this development, with particular concern that the
increase in HGV movements through Cranfield are predicted to increase significantly, and that
the predicted increase warrants further assessment.
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U4.2

To further clarify, traffic modelling was undertaken by the applicant to consider two future
years; the current Plan:MK period to 2031, and also to 2048. Both sets of modelling take into
account growth within Milton Keynes but also from outside the authority boundary, including
Central Bedfordshire.

U4.3

The applicant has clarified that an increase in traffic is shown in the future through Cranfield.
However, the Transport Assessment sets out that the increase is not as significant when
considered in context. Modelling of transport impacts sets out what the traffic increase would
be without the development, and what it would be with the development. In this example cited
by parishes in Central Bedfordshire, there is a predicted increase of 71% in HGV movements
though Cranfield by 2031. However, in the context of the ‘without’ scenario there would be 9
HGV movements in one peak hour, while with the development there would 15 HGV
movements in one peak hour. The increase is therefore only 6 HGV movements in a peak hour
above what would be expected if MKE did not come forward. This is not considered to be a
significant traffic impact.

U4.4

Nevertheless, the applicant has stated that they have reviewed the link road and Cranfield High
Street and clarified that the impacts do not tigger the need for further mitigation. The increase
in traffic volume in 2048 between the without and with development scenarios is only an 8%
increase in the morning peak (up to maximum of 487 vehicles), and 35% increase in the
afternoon peak (up to a maximum of 480 vehicles), though the actual volume of traffic in the
afternoon would be still less than in the morning. The threshold for capacity of the High Street
will not be met and therefore the conclusions for the impact form the development is ’slight’
and doesn’t require mitigation.

U4.5

Concern is raised about increased traffic through the villages of Hulcote and Salford, but the
assessment concludes similarly that there will either be a reduction or only a slight increase in
traffic that is not considered significant and does not require further mitigation.

U4.6

With regard to potential future road and MRT links to Cranfield, a route is safeguarded to the
south-east of the development in order that the land can provide this link in the future.
However, the link is not required in order to mitigate the impacts of this application, it not
required by policy or evidence supporting this proposal. The route broadly aligns with the
MKEDF and its final location is justified through masterplanning and design work in order to,
for example, maintain established trees and hedgerow, and create a logical route and further
separation the employment areas and the residential parcels and Moulsoe village beyond. Any
deviation from the MKEDF indicative concept plan is considered minor, would not prejudice the
delivery of the route in the future, and considered well placed with regards to constraints of
the site.
Response to further comments

U4.7

The Council’s Mobility Strategy and Local Transport plan are not plan policy documents or
Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs) and do not form part of the development plan.
They therefore hold limited weight in the assessment of planning applications. Issues of
connectivity and accessibility are amply covered by policies in Plan:MK, in particular by policies
CT3, CT5 and CT6 in relation to walking and cycling, public transport and low emission vehicles
respectively. There is therefore no requirement for further assessment on these matters as the
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applicant has assessed these issues as part of their submission, and conditions have been
applied to ensure highways and transport matters have bene fully considered.
Minor clarifications and further information
U4.8

In respect of the period given in condition 3, the proposal will require a build-out over a number
of years, and this amount of time has been secured on the basis of average build-out rates to
ensure the build-out continues on schedule, with a realistic delivery plan, and that all of the
permissions for the reserved matters parcels are submitted and issued in good time.

U4.9

For clarification, the applicant has provided details of the exact amount of land falling outside
of the site allocation, and in the designated open countryside. In relation to the two residential
parcels this amounts to 0.68 hectares (which is 0.16% of the application site), and in terms of
the school parcel, this amounts to 1.03 hectares 0.24%). As noted above, the applicant has
corrected an error on the Building Heights Parameter Plans, and the northern of these two
residential parcels referred to is limited in height to 2.5 storeys. Additionally, the school playing
fields can be secured on the eastern side of the school parcel, to limit the development in the
open countryside and the impact on the openness of the area, as could smaller open space
parks or drainage features.

U4.10 With reference to the delivery of various facilities on site, this would be controlled by the
Phasing plan, secured by conditions. The applicant will be required to justify the timing for
delivery of these facilities and the different parcels and ensure that they come forward at an
appropriate time to ensure a sustainable development throughout. Additionally, facilities such
as the Community Health Hub are part of the HIF funded infrastructure works so are to be
delivered by the end of 2024.
U4.11 It is not possible at this point to say how exactly how many residents will live at the extra care
facility, but of the 160 proposed affordable units, there would be 128 1-Bed and 32 2-bed
dwellings at social rent levels. The applicant has not specified exactly how many market units
for extra care will be provided, but this would come forward through the reserved matters
applications and delivery will be controlled through the phasing plan, and we would expect
delivery of different types of housing to be proportionate across the site.
U4.12 A query has been raised regarding the provision of community facilities in relation to the
amount and locations required by the MKEDF. For clarification, provision of community
facilities is required by Policy SD12, and the MKEDF sets out a vision for a wide range of social
and community facilities to be provided. It sets out that the main provision will be via the
Community Hub at the centre of the development, while the health hub should also have
community use space and encourages the dual use of the schools by the community. It also
notes that community buildings will be located alongside sports pitches, to include space that
can be hired for community use.
U4.13 The applicant has confirmed the community floorspace will be provided within the Community
Hub, the Health Hub, and the additional provision of the pavilion/clubhouse at the sports
pitches to the north of the Community Hub. A condition for a community use agreement has
been applied for the provision of community use of the schools. As further explained in the
report, this therefore meets the requirements of Policy SD12 and the MKEDF in this regard. Any
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further community use that would be required on land in other ownership within MKE would
need to be considered as part of those applications.
U4.14 A correction is made to paragraph 8.42 where the table should refer to the “SHMA market mix”,
not the “SHMA affordable mix”.
U4.15 In paragraph 8.133, the offsite highway works detailed are secured via the s106 agreement,
and are not included in the detailed application (as they are outside the site boundary). They
are therefore to be phased and delivered via the s106 as necessary, not the first phase of
strategic highways infrastructure works as detailed within the plans (specifically Plan xx,
included in the main report and in the approved plans list).
U4.16 In paragraph 8.143 of the report, the subway link near London Road is referred to as coming
forward through a reserved matters application. However, this involves land that is currently
outside the applicant’s control and the provision of the link will be secured through the s106
agreement (with the applicant required to take all reasonable endeavours to provide the gradeseparated crossing in this location). It is therefore possible that it may be the subject of an
additional application to secure permission for the offsite works, depending on the final
position location and layout of such a proposal.
U4.17 In relation to the potential veteran trees, further survey work has been undertaken on site
between the applicant and the Council’s Tree Officer on those trees that could be affected by
the highways infrastructure. As a result, a number of the potentially affected trees have been
further assessed, and a schedule agreed with the Tree Officer to remove 5 trees, move 3 and
retain the remainder. The removals relate to trees where it is not feasible to move or retain the
tree on site, and in 3 of these cases a standing dead tree can be retained as a habitat feature.
On balance, the minimal number of trees to be removed across the wider site is considered
acceptable, as an exception to allow for the strategic highways infrastructure works, and the
works are covered by the existing tree conditions.
U4.18 For clarification, the term ‘fabric first’, with regards to sustainability, means ensuring that the
design and building materials are considered with energy efficiency measures in mind, including
passive heating and shading, insulation and orientation of buildings to maximise their energy
efficiency. This is the first step in consideration of sustainability within a proposal, and reducing
carbon emissions from a development, followed by the provision of renewable energy to
further reduce carbon emissions, and followed by mitigation contribution for any remaining
emissions to the carbon offsetting fund.
U4.19 With reference to the s106 contributions, to clarify, the remaining contributions for the site will
come from the land in other ownership, which included the Bloor and Newlands owned parcel,
as well as any applications that come forward on the Council owned land.
U4.20 The approximate breakdown of the contributions per unit is £112m from housing (£28k per
unit for the minimum 4000 houses) and £33m from employment land development (400k sqm
of employment land, therefore £82.50 per sqm).
U4.21 With reference to condition 53, QBAR is a term for discharge rates relating to drainage, used to
measure greenfield runoff performance of site in its natural state to then enable flow rate
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criteria to be set for post development surface water discharge for various return periods (e.g.
1 in 100 years, 1 in 10 years, etc.).
U4.22 With reference to condition 61 and the requirement for broadband infrastructure, Policy CT9
requires “superfast broadband speeds”. Ofcom defines superfast broadband speed as 30
megabits/second, and therefore to comply with Policy CT9 and standard terminology, this has
been defined as 30 megabits/second in the condition. This is a minimum requirement at this
time that can be required to comply with policy. However, the condition requires that delivery
is secured in accordance with the applicable policy at the time. Therefore, if the requirements
change in later versions of Plan:MK, then a different standard will apply for later reserved
matters phases.
U5.0

Conclusions

U5.1

In summary, the points of clarification and further information set out above are supplemental
to the main report, which sets out the main assessment and balance of issues. The additional
points contained in this update paper to not alter the assessment in the main report, and the
conclusion and recommendation remain the same, subject to the full set of amended
conditions included in this update paper.

U5.2

None of the other matters raised through the additional responses amount to material
considerations outweighing the assessment of the main issues set out in the main report, as
may be supplemented above, noting that conditions or obligations are recommended where
meeting the tests for their imposition.

U6.0

Conditions
All amendments from the original plans list are in bold or strikethrough
Conditions
1.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
plans/drawings listed below, received 31/03/2021 unless otherwise stated, unless as
otherwise required by condition attached to this permission or following approval of an
application made pursuant to Section 96A of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990:
Drawing Number

Rev. Title

01312_S_100
P1 Site Location Plan
Parameter Plans for Outline Element
01312_PP_01
P2 Land Use Parameter Plan
01312_PP_02
P2 Movement and Access Parameter Plan
01312_PP_03
P2 Green Infrastructure Parameter Plan
01312_PP_04
P3 Building Heights Parameter Plan
Detailed Highways, Bridges & Structures, and Drainage Drawings
Highways Drawings
General Arrangement For Planning
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-DR-0010
P04
Schematic Overview
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-DR-0011
P05 General Arrangement For Planning Sheet 1

Received
date

10/09/2021
10/09/2021
10/09/2021
04/11/2021

10/09/2021
10/09/2021
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Received
date
General Arrangement For Planning Sheet 2 10/09/2021
General Arrangement For Planning Sheet 3 10/09/2021
General Arrangement For Planning Sheet 4 10/09/2021
General Arrangement For Planning Sheet 5 10/09/2021
General Arrangement For Planning Sheet 6 10/09/2021
General Arrangement For Planning Sheet 7 10/09/2021
General Arrangement For Planning Sheet 8 10/09/2021
General Arrangement For Planning Sheet 9 10/09/2021
General Arrangement For Planning Sheet 10 10/09/2021
Geometry Details of Indicative Cross
10/09/2021
Sections Sheet 1 of 4
Geometry Details of Indicative Cross
10/09/2021
Sections Sheet 2 of 4
Geometry Details of Indicative Cross
10/09/2021
Sections Sheet 3 of 4
Geometry Details of Indicative Cross
10/09/2021
Sections Sheet 4 of 4
Carriageway Construction Details
Link 101 Long-Sections
Link 102 Long-Sections
Link 103 Long-Sections Sheet 1 of 3
10/09/2021
Link 103 Long-Sections Sheet 2 of 3
10/09/2021
Link 103 Long-Sections Sheet 3 of 3
10/09/2021
Link 104 Long-Sections
10/09/2021
Link 105 Long-Sections Sheet 1 of 4
10/09/2021
Link 105 Long-Sections Sheet 2 of 4
10/09/2021
Link 105 Long-Sections Sheet 3 of 4
10/09/2021
Link 105 Long-Sections Sheet 4 of 4
10/09/2021
Link 107 Long-Sections Sheet 1 of 2
Link 107 Long-Sections Sheet 2 of 2
10/09/2021
Link 108 Long-Sections
Link 110 Long-Sections
Link 301 Long-Sections
Link 302 Long-Sections
Link 303 Long-Sections
Link 304 Long-Sections
Link 305 Long-Sections
Link 501 Long-Sections
Link 502 Long-Sections
Link 503 Long-Sections
Link 504 Long-Sections
Link 505 Long-Sections
10/09/2021
Link 507 Long-Sections
Link 508 Long-Sections
Link 509 Long-Sections
Link 510 Long-Sections
Link 511 Long-Sections

Drawing Number

Rev. Title

MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-DR-0012
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-DR-0013
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-DR-0014
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-DR-0015
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-DR-0016
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-DR-0017
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-DR-0018
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-DR-0019
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-DR-0020

P05
P06
P06
P06
P05
P05
P05
P06
P06

MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-0101

P06

MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-0102

P06

MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-0103

P04

MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-0104

P04

MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-0105
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2801
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2802
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2803
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2804
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2805
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2806
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2807
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2808
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2809
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2810
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2811
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2812
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2813
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2816
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2817
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2818
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2819
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2820
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2821
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2823
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2824
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2825
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2826
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2827
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2829
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2830
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2831
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2832
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2833

P02
P02
P03
P04
P04
P04
P04
P04
P04
P05
P04
P02
P04
P03
P03
P03
P03
P03
P03
P03
P03
P03
P03
P03
P04
P03
P03
P03
P03
P02
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Drawing Number

Rev. Title

MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2834
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2835
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2836

P02 Link 512 Long-Sections
P02 Link 601 Long-Sections
P02 BMX Track Private Access Long-Sections
Tongwell Street Car Park Access LongP02
Sections
P02 Willen Link Roundabout Long-Sections
P02 A509 Roundabout 1 Long-Sections
P02 Eastern link Roundabout 1 long-Sections
P02 A509 Roundabout 2 Long-Sections
P02 Eastern Link Roundabout 2 Long-Sections
P02 Cranfield Link Roundabout Long-Sections
P02 Eastern Link Roundabout 3 Long-Sections
P02 Eastern Link Roundabout 4 Long-Sections
Existing Pumping Station Access LongP02
Sections
P01 Link 104 - A509 Long-Sections
P01 A509 Dual Carriageway Long-Sections
P01 A509 - Link 104 Long-Sections
P01 Link 109 Northbound Long Section
P01 Link 109 Southbound Long Section

MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2838
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2840
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2841
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2842
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2843
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2844
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2845
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2846
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2847
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2848
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2849
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2850
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2851
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2860
MKE-WSP-ZZ-ZZ-C-SK-2861
Bridges & Structures Drawings
MKE-WSP-CBR-ZZ-DR-BR-002
MKE-WSP-CBR-M1B-DR-BR-001
MKE-WSP-CBR-M1B-DR-BR-002
MKE-WSP-CBR-TSN-DR-BR-001
MKE-WSP-CBR-VR2-DR-BR-001
MKE-WSP-CBR-VR2-DR-BR-002
MKE-WSP-CBR-VR2-DR-BR-003
MKE-WSP-CBR-VR2-DR-BR-004
MKE-WSP-CBR-ROF-DR-BR-001
MKE-WSP-CBR-MSB-DR-BR-001
MKE-WSP-CBR-SW2-DR-BR-001
MKE-WSP-CBR-SW457-DR-BR001
MKE-WSP-CBR-SW457-DR-BR002
MKE-WSP-CBR-SW8-DR-BR-001
MKE-WSP-CBR-FR-DR-BR-001
MKE-WSP-CBR-C3-DR-BR-001
Drainage Drawings
Headwall Type A
Headwall Type B
Headwall Type C
Headwall Type D
Headwall Type E
Headwall Type F
Headwall Type G

P06
P05
P01
P07
P02
P02
P02
P02
P04
P03
P01

Highway Structures Location Plan
M1 Milton Keynes East Bridge Sheet 1
M1 Milton Keynes East Bridge Sheet 2
Tongwell Street Northbound Bridge
Tongwell Street Link Structures Sheet 1
Tongwell Street Link Structures Sheet 2
Tongwell Street Link Structures Sheet 3
Tongwell Street Link Structures Sheet 4
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Reason: To limit the permission to what has been assessed and agreed
2.

The development subject of the full planning permission hereby permitted shall begin
before the expiration of three years from the date of this permission.
Reason: In the interests of delivery of sustainable development

3.

In respect of the areas of the site subject to the outline permission hereby permitted,
applications for approval of the reserved matters shall be made to the Local Planning
Authority before expiration of twenty-two years from the date of this permission. The
development thereby permitted shall be begun no later than the expiration of three years
from the date of the approval of the last of the reserved matters to be approved.
Reason: In the interests of delivery of sustainable development

4.

Details of the access, layout, scale, appearance and landscaping (hereinafter called ‘the
reserved matters’) for each phase of the development hereby permitted in outline shall
be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority before the
commencement of any development on that phase. The development shall be carried out
as approved.
Reason: In order to fully deliver the development hereby permitted in outline

5.

Prior to the submission of any reserved matters applications for the delivery of homes,
community, employment or commercial floorspace or large areas of landscaping, a
strategic site-wide Design Code shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure the character and design of the development is well thought out and
considered
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6.

Prior to the submission of the first reserved matters application on each phase involving
the delivery of homes, community, employment or commercial floorspace or large areas
of landscaping, a Design Code for that phase shall be submitted to and approved in writing
by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure the character and design of the development is consistent across the
site and in accordance with the site wide Design Code
Limits of permission

7.

The development hereby permitted shall provide a minimum of 4,000 and maximum of
4,600 homes.
Reason: To ensure the delivery of the development limits as assessed and agreed

8.

The non-residential development hereby permitted shall be limited to the maximum
floorspace as set out below:
Use/
Component
Employment

Schools

Location(s) Within Site

Use Class & Use Type

Maximum Amount

Employment Areas
Plus 3 x employment or
residential parcels to
west of River Ouzel.

Use Class B2/B8
Use Class E (Offices/Light
Industrial)

3 x Primary Schools
1 x Secondary School

Use Class F1

403,650 sqm of which:
• Maximum 37,160 sqm Class E
offices/light industrial
• Maximum 92,900 sqm Class
B2 industrial
• Maximum 403,650 sqm Class
B8 warehousing (with
ancillary offices)
PS1: 3 Form of Entry (3.0ha site)
PS2: 3 Form of Entry (3.0ha site)
PS3: 2 Form of Entry (2.1ha site)
SS1: Up to 10 Form of Entry
(11.8ha site)
10,000 sqm Class E/Sui Generis
floorspace in the community hub
of which:
• Maximum 4,000 sqm retail
• Maximum 2,000 sqm health
• Maximum 2,000 sqm early
years nursery
• Maximum 1,000 sqm
commercial gym
• Maximum 2,000 sqm office
use (within maximum 37,160
sqm offices/light industrial
across entire site).
400 sqm

Commercial
Community Hub
and Community

South of Moulsoe Local
Parade

Commercial use within
Class E/Sui Generis
including:
• Shops, restaurants,
cafes, services (uses in
Class E) and public
house, takeaway (uses
in Sui Generis class)
• Health centre
• Early years nursery
• Gymnasium

Community hall and/or
community services within
Use Class F1/F2
Use Class E/Sui Generis –
500 sqm Class E/Sui Generis
shops, restaurants, cafes,
floorspace
services (uses in Class E)
and takeaway (Sui Generis)
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Use/
Component

Location(s) Within Site

Use Class & Use Type

Sports Pitches

Sports pavilion/clubhouse 600 sqm
within Use Class F2
Community building/visitor 600 sqm
centre within Use Class F2

Linear/District Park

Maximum Amount

Reason: To ensure the delivery of the development limits as assessed and agreed
9.

No development, except for works of demolition, site preparation and enabling, site
clearance or approved ecological mitigation works, shall commence until a site-wide
Phasing Plan has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. The Phasing Plan shall include the proposed programme and sequence for
providing the following:
(a) the order of residential parcels, and the order of the development within those
parcels, including works associated with that parcel;
(b) the order of non-residential parcels and development, and the order of the
development within those parcels, including works associated with that parcel;
(c) all highways works, including public and private highways including footways,
cycleways, redways, parking and street lighting;
(d) sustainable drainage systems and associated infrastructure;
(e) open space including play areas and pedestrian circulation areas; and
(f) any off-site works required under this permission, a planning obligation or agreement
under the Highway Act 1980.
The details shall be provided with reference to the extent and location of individual
development phases or sub-phases and any associated interim access, drainage,
groundworks or boundary treatment arrangements.
Where the ‘flexible’ use parcels, as defined by the approved Land Use Parameter Plan as
‘Employment or residential including homes for the elderly’ (shown immediately north of
the new M1 crossing) are proposed as residential, full justification for the end
use(s),including a noise impact assessment to include all noise sources relative to the
proposed end user(s) on and immediately adjacent to the parcel(s), shall be provided as
part of the site-wide Phasing Plan.
Where changes to the approved phasing programme are required in order to adjust the
strategy for the delivery of the site as a whole, a revised Phasing Plan shall be submitted
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The development shall be
carried out in accordance with the latest approved programme.
Reason: To ensure the logical delivery of the development as agreed
Housing

10.

All reserved matters applications relating to residential development shall be
accompanied by an updated accommodation schedule, setting out the type, size, tenure,
accessibility and adaptability of each plot in the phase, as well as a cumulative total based
on previous permissions. Plot numbers shall be consistent from one version to the next
to ensure each plot can be individually identified across the lifetime of the development.
The housing mix for the overall scheme shall be provided in general accordance with the
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Total Housing Mix (Market and Affordable) set out on Page 8 of the submitted Affordable
Housing Statement (dated October 2021).
Reason: To ensure delivery of new dwellings to serve the needs of the borough
11.

Prior to the commencement of the 250th residential unit, a scheme for the provision of a
minimum of 0.8 hectares of land for self-build housing shall be submitted to and approved
in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The Scheme shall include:
▪ A plan of the location(s) of the site(s);
▪ A plan for the division of plots;
▪ Evidence and strategy for the servicing and access to the plots;
▪ Marketing strategy for the delivery of the plots; and
▪ Strategy and timeframes for delivery.
The scheme shall be delivered as approved.
If an appropriate amount of self-build housing land has been has been provided or is to
be provided elsewhere within the wider MK East allocation then evidence of this shall be
first submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority in lieu of a
Scheme.
Reason: To ensure delivery of self-build plots as required by policy
Employment, retail and other uses

12.

At no time shall mezzanine floorspace be constructed in any employment uses without
the express grant of permission from the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure development is limited to the amount of floorspace as agreed

13.

Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted
Development) (England) Order 2015, or any statutory instrument amending, revoking
and/or replacing that Order, at no time shall any non-residential floorspace within the
areas designated as employment land on the approved plans, be used as a retail shop,
café, restaurant or other service without the prior grant of planning permission pursuant
to an application made to the Local Planning Authority in that regard.
Reason: To prevent the provision of an out of town retail centre or leisure park, which
could be detrimental to the viability of nearby retail centres.

14.

Prior to the occupation of any retail or service floorspace, a phasing and occupation plan
for the delivery of the retail and service units shall be submitted to, and approved in
writing by, the Local Planning Authority. The scheme shall be implemented as approved.
Reason: To ensure new development does not negatively impact the nearby town
centres and to ensure delivery of the development as assessed and agreed and to

15.

All reserved matters applications relating to retail and service units shall be accompanied
by a scheme for the locations of sui generis uses such as, but not limited to, hot food
takeaways, and their location and proximity to sensitive uses such as, but not limited to,
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schools. All uses of this type shall be positioned away from sensitive uses in accordance
with adopted local planning policy or supplementary planning guidance at the time of the
application.
Reason: To protect the amenity of future occupiers
16.

Prior to the occupation of any unit requiring ventilation/extraction, a scheme for the
method of extraction/ventilation, including management and maintenance of equipment
required, shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The scheme shall be implemented as approved.
Reason: To protect the amenity of future occupiers

17.

All reserved matters applications relating to the provision of schools shall be
accompanied by a community use scheme, setting out how the facility and/or associated
playing pitches along with their operating organisation will support wider community use
outside of operational school hours.
Reason: To community space is provided throughout the development
Highways

18.

The development subject of the full planning permission hereby permitted shall be
carried out in full accordance with the approved general arrangement shown on ‘Plan xx
- Strategic Highway Infrastructure’).
Reason: To ensure delivery of the development as assessed and agreed

19.

The Strategic Highway Infrastructure hereby approved shall be implemented and brought
into use prior to occupation of the 250th home.
Reason: To ensure that the Strategic Highway Infrastructure adequately mitigates the
impacts of the development on the Strategic Road Network in the interests of highway
safety.

20.

Traffic surveys at junction 14 of the M1 motorway shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority (in consultation with National Highways Limited
or equivalent organisation) within 12 months of the approved Strategic Highway
Infrastructure being implemented and brought into public use. The proposed scope,
methodology and specification for the Traffic Surveys shall be first agreed with the Local
Planning Authority (in consultation with National Highways Limited or equivalent
organisation) prior to them being undertaken.
Reason: To ensure the safe operation of this part of the strategic highway network, to
evaluate the effectiveness of the Strategic Highway Infrastructure at mitigating the
impacts of the development on the Strategic Road Network and in the interests of
highway safety.
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21.

Revised transport modelling at junction 14 of the M1 motorway shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority (in consultation with National
Highways Limited or equivalent organisation) within 12 months of the approved Strategic
Highway Infrastructure being implemented and brought into public use. The revised
transport modelling shall include but not be limited to:
▪ revised traffic data to update the Paramics Model of M1 J14 to re-create a new
Existing Baseline Model scenario and an updated 2031 Planning Test scenario;
▪ assessment of the M1 J14 post opening of the Strategic Highway Infrastructure shown
on ‘Plan xx- Strategic Highway Infrastructure’; and
▪ if required, highway improvement scheme/schemes (Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges compliant) to mitigate any resulting highway safety critical impacts
of the development.
Reason: To ensure the safe operation of this part of the strategic highway network, to
evaluate the effectiveness of the Strategic Highway Infrastructure at mitigating the
impacts of the development on the Strategic Road Network and in the interests of
highway safety.

22.

No part of the highways infrastructure works hereby permitted except for any works of
demolition, site preparation and enabling, site clearance or approved ecological
mitigation works, shall be commenced until such time as detailed drawings of the layout
and construction of the approved works have been submitted to and approved in writing
by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure highways infrastructure is properly designed and constructed

23.

Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted, an access scheme
relating to the affected Public Rights of Way (PRoWs) shall be submitted to and approved
in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Such scheme shall include provision for:
a) the design of access and PRoW routes and their surfacing, widths, gradients,
landscaping and structures; and
b) any proposals for diversion and/or closure of PRoWs and alternative route provision.
Reason: To ensure PRoWs are properly designed and constructed

24.

All reserved matters applications involving the provision of car parking shall include
electric vehicle charging points, or provision for any subsequent technology, as required
by adopted local planning policy or supplementary planning guidance at the time of the
application.
Reason: To ensure low emission vehicle parking is provided for all parts of the
development and to take into account any future technology

25.

All relevant reserved matters applications shall include provision for the parking of
bicycles and any other non-car related parking provision as required by adopted local
planning policy or supplementary planning guidance at the time of the application.
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Reason: To ensure cycle parking is provided for all parts of the development
26.

Prior to the occupation of any non-residential unit a delivery management scheme for
that unit shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The unit shall then be operated in accordance with the approved scheme.
Reason: to ensure commercial deliveries, loading and unloading are considered and
acceptable in terms of highway safety
Construction

27.

No development of the highways infrastructure works hereby permitted, including any
works of demolition, shall take place until a Construction Environmental Management
Plan (CEMP) has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. The CEMP shall include site procedures to be adopted during the course of
construction including:
(a) routes for construction traffic;
(b) method of prevention of mud being carried onto the highway;
(c) location of site compound(s) and/or consolidation area(s);
(d) methods for suppressing dust;
(e) loading and unloading of plant and materials;
(f) the erection and maintenance of security fencing/hoardings and lighting;
(g) proposed temporary traffic restrictions;
(h) parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors;
(i) hours of operation
(j) protection of ecological receptors and protected species; and
(k) protection of retained habitats from loss and degradation.
The development shall be carried out in full accordance with the approved CEMP.
Reason: To ensure the impacts from noise, dust and traffic on existing residents are
reduced and mitigated

28.

All reserved matters applications shall be accompanied by a parcel-specific Construction
Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) taking into account the proposed development
parcel and any adjacent parcels. The parcel-specific CEMP shall include site procedures to
be adopted during the course of construction including:
(a) routes for construction traffic;
(b) method of prevention of mud being carried onto the highway;
(c) location of site compound;
(d) methods for suppressing dust;
(e) loading and unloading of plant and materials;
(f) the erection and maintenance of security fencing/hoardings and lighting;
(g) proposed temporary traffic restrictions;
(h) parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors;
(i) hours of operation;
(j) protection of ecological receptors and protected species; and
(k) protection of retained habitats from loss and degradation.
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Reason: To ensure the impacts from noise, dust and traffic on existing residents are
reduced and mitigated
29.

No development hereby permitted shall take place until a strategy for the reuse of soils
and extracted material on site has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. The strategy shall identify the quality of material to be reused, how
and where it will be stored, and its proposed use within site. The development shall be
carried out in full accordance with the approved strategy.
Reason: To ensure that any aggregates and soils are effectively handled, stored and
reused on site

30.

No development of the highways infrastructure works hereby permitted, including any
works of demolition, shall take place until a site-wide Site Waste Management Plan
(SWMP) for the construction period has been submitted to and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority. The development shall be carried out in full accordance with
the approved SWMP.
Reason: To ensure that site waste is effectively handled on site

31.

All reserved matters applications shall be accompanied by a parcel-specific Site Waste
Management Plan (SWMP) for the construction period taking into account the proposed
development parcel and any adjacent parcels.
Reason: To ensure that site waste is effectively handled on site

32.

No development hereby permitted shall commence on any phase until full details of the
noise barriers/acoustic fencing for that phase have been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. Details shall include precise locations, in
accordance with the broad locations shown on the approved plans, height, detail,
materials, colour and construction. The noise barrier/acoustic fencing shall be installed
on the relevant phase, prior to commencement of any works on that phase.
Reason: To ensure the impacts from noise on existing residents are reduced and
mitigated
Contamination

33.

Prior to commencement of the highways infrastructure works hereby permitted an
assessment of ground conditions to determine the likelihood of any ground, groundwater
or gas contamination within the highways infrastructure areas of the site shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority. The results of this
survey shall detail the nature and extent of any contamination, together with a strategy
for any remedial action deemed necessary to bring the site to a condition suitable for its
intended use. Any remedial works shall be carried out in full accordance with the
approved strategy.
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Reason: To ensure that the site is fit for its proposed purposed and any potential risks
to human health, property, and the natural and historical environment, are
appropriately investigated and minimised.
34.

All reserved matters applications shall be accompanied by an assessment of ground
conditions to determine the likelihood of any ground, groundwater or gas contamination
within that phase or sub-phase of the site. The results of this survey shall detail the nature
and extent of any contamination, together with a strategy for any remedial action
deemed necessary to bring the site to a condition suitable for its intended use. Any
remedial works shall be carried out in full accordance with the approved strategy.
Reason: To ensure that the site is fit for its proposed purposed and any potential risks
to human health, property, and the natural and historical environment, are
appropriately investigated and minimised.

35.

Where contamination remediation works have been required by condition 34, prior to
the first occupation of each respective unit or dwelling, or groups of units of dwellings,
hereby permitted, a contamination verification report shall be submitted to and approved
in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure that the site is fit for its proposed purposed and any potential risks
to human health, property, and the natural and historical environment, are
appropriately investigated and minimised.

36.

Should any unforeseen contamination be encountered during development works shall
cease immediately in the affected area and the Local Planning Authority shall be
immediately informed in writing, whereafter a survey detailing the nature and extent of
any contamination, together with a strategy for any remedial action deemed necessary
to bring the site to a condition suitable for its intended use, shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority prior to works recommencing on the
affected part of the site
Reason: To ensure that the site is fit for its proposed purposed and any potential risks to
human health, property, and the natural and historical environment, are appropriately
investigated and minimised.
Archaeology

37.

Prior to the commencement of each phase of the development a programme of
archaeological field evaluation comprising geophysical survey and/or trial trenching for
that phase shall be completed. The programme of archaeological evaluation shall be
detailed in a Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) submitted to, and approved in writing
by, the Local Planning Authority.
On completion of the agreed archaeological field evaluation for each phase a further WSI
for a programme of archaeological mitigation in respect of any identified areas of
significant buried archaeological remains shall be submitted to and approved in writing
by the Local Planning Authority. The scheme for archaeological mitigation shall include
an assessment of significance and research questions, and:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The programme and methodology of site investigation and recording;
The programme for post investigation assessment;
Provision to be made for analysis of the site investigation and recording;
Provision to be made for a programme of public engagement and outreach;
Provision to be made for publication and dissemination of the analysis and records of
the site investigation in both popular and academic formats;
6. Provision to be made for archive deposition of the analysis and records of the site
investigation; and
7. Nomination of a competent person or persons/organisation to undertake the works
set out within the WSI.
No development in any phase shall take place other than in accordance with the WSI so
approved. The development permitted by that phase shall not be occupied until the site
investigation and post investigation assessment has been completed in accordance with
the programme set out in the approved WSI and the provision made for analysis,
publication and dissemination of results and archive deposition has been secured.
Reason: To ensure archaeological features are appropriately investigated and
considered and an appropriate scheme to mitigate and preserve any features is
provided
38.

No development shall commence on each relevant phase until a plan for the fencing of
any areas of archaeological investigations has been submitted to and approved in writing
by the Local Planning Authority. The plan shall include the locations, design of the fencing
and a programme for the retention of the fencing on site. The fencing shall be installed in
accordance with the plan prior to the commencement of any development. No works
shall take place within the area inside that fencing unless first submitted to and approved
in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure archaeological features that are to be preserved in situ are
adequately protected
Ecology and landscaping

39.

All existing trees, woodlands and hedges that are to be retained on and adjacent to the
site shall be protected according to the provisions of BS 5837: 2012 'Trees in relation to
design, demolition and construction – Recommendations.' All protective measures,
including the fencing and ground protection, must be put in place first, prior to any other
work commencing on each relevant phase (this includes vegetation clearance, groundworks, vehicle movements, machinery / materials delivery etc.) and shall thereafter be
maintained in place in good functional condition until the development of that phase is
entirely complete and until, with the exception of soft landscaping works, all contractors,
equipment and materials have left the site.
Once erected, the Local Authority Tree Officer shall be notified so the fencing can be
inspected and approved. The Root Protection Area (RPA) within the protective fencing
must be kept free of all construction, construction plant, machinery, personnel, digging
and scraping, service runs, water-logging, changes in level, building materials and all other
operations, personnel, structures, tools, storage and materials, for the duration of the
construction phase.
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Reason: To ensure trees and hedgerow are protected
40.

Prior to commencement of the highways infrastructure works hereby permitted an
Arboricultural Method Statement (AMS), in accordance with BS 5837:2012 (or any
equivalent British Standard that may replace it) shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. The AMS shall include full details of the removal
methodology to transplant existing mature trees where feasible and evidence that the
best hedgerow is being retained where feasible and protected during construction and
operation. The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved AMS.
Reason: To ensure trees and hedgerow are protected

41.

All reserved matters applications affecting existing trees or hedgerow shall be
accompanied by an Arboricultural Method Statement (AMS) in accordance with BS
5837:2012 (or any equivalent British Standard that may replace it). The AMS shall
evidence that the best hedgerow is being retained where feasible and protected during
construction and operation.
Reason: To ensure trees and hedgerow are protected

42.

43.

All reserved matters applications shall be accompanied by up to date phase 2 protected
species surveys relevant to that phase. No survey shall be more than two years old as of
the date of the application submission unless it can be otherwise demonstrated to remain
relevant/valid and shall ideally be carried out in the survey season immediately prior to
the submission of the application.
Reason: To ensure protected species are properly considered in the design and layout
of the development
Prior to the installation of any lighting in relation to the highways infrastructure works
hereby permitted a detailed lighting assessment and scheme for lighting, which takes into
account biodiversity and habitat features, shall be submitted to and approved in writing
by the Local Planning Authority. Any lighting shall be installed only in accordance with the
approved details.
Reason: To ensure any lighting does not negatively affect protected species or
residential amenity

44.

Within 12 months of commencement of the Strategic Highway infrastructure Prior to
the installation of services and setting out of roads, cycleways, redways and footways
details of the landscaping scheme in relation to the highways infrastructure works hereby
permitted shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The landscaping shall include full details of the tree, shrub and other planting for each
phase of the highway infrastructure works, including full details of proposals to transplant
existing mature trees where feasible, proposed finished ground levels and all boundary
treatments.
The landscaping scheme shall be implemented in full in the first planting season following
completion of the highway works.
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Any trees or shrub failing to thrive within five years of planting (ten years in the case of
trees) shall be replaced on site in accordance with the original planting specification.
Reason: To ensure a comprehensive landscaping scheme for the highway works are
provided
45.

All reserved matters applications shall be accompanied by details of the proposed
finished ground and floor levels for the relevant phase in relation to existing site levels
and existing levels at surrounding sites.
Reason: To ensure the development is deliverable and compatible with landscaping,
SuDS and other features

46.

Prior to the first public use of the highway infrastructure works hereby permitted a
Biodiversity Enhancement Strategy (BES) and Landscape Ecological Management Plan
(LEMP) shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
These plans shall include, as a minimum, the following:
▪ details of the protection of ecological receptors;
▪ plans for mitigation and compensation, based on recommendations outlined in
Chapter Q of the Environmental Statement provided in support of this development;
▪ detailed compensation for the loss of any trees identified as potentially veteran; and
▪ an updated Biodiversity Impact Assessment Metric showing a net gain at the site.
Reason: To secure a net gain in biodiversity at the site

47.

All reserved matters applications shall be accompanied by a Biodiversity Enhancement
Strategy (BES) and Landscape Ecological Management Plan (LEMP). These plans shall
include, as a minimum, the following:
▪ details of the protection of ecological receptors;
▪ detailed lighting assessment and scheme for lighting, which takes into account
biodiversity and habitat features;
▪ plans for mitigation and compensation, based on recommendations outlined in
Chapter Q of the Environmental Statement provided in support of this development;
▪ detailed compensation for the loss of any trees identified as potentially veteran; and
▪ an updated Biodiversity Impact Assessment Metric showing a net gain at the site.
Reason: To secure a net gain in biodiversity at the site

48.

Prior to the development of land which is presently under agricultural use a farmland bird
compensation strategy, to include details of the provision of appropriate habitat for
farmland birds off site, shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
Reason: To compensate for the loss of farmland bird habitats

49.

Prior to the first public use of the highway infrastructure works hereby permitted a
Landscape Management and Maintenance Plan (LMMP) for the highway infrastructure
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corridors shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The scheme shall include:
a) landscape design and management plans to support a written document;
b) a conveyance style plan showing the division of responsibility for the areas of public
amenity space, areas to be privately managed as communal amenity or incidental space,
and areas proposed to be adopted by highways;
c) the open space specification of maintenance and management operations appropriate
over the short, medium and long-term in perpetuity; and
d) specify who will be taking on management and maintenance responsibilities for all
open space, public amenity and communal greenspace.
Reason: To ensure open space management and maintenance is fully secured
considered in the design of the development
50.

All reserved matters applications relating to landscaping shall be accompanied by a
Landscape Management and Maintenance Plan (LMMP) for that relevant phase. The
scheme shall include:
a) landscape design and management plans to support a written document;
b) a conveyance style plan showing the division of responsibility for the areas of public
amenity space, areas to be privately managed as communal amenity or incidental space,
areas proposed to be adopted by highways as street landscaping and those areas of
private garden amenity space;
c) the open space specification of maintenance and management operations appropriate
over the short, medium and long-term in perpetuity (except where relating to privately
owned residential dwellings); and
d) specify who will be taking on management and maintenance responsibilities for all
open space, public amenity and communal greenspace.
Reason: To ensure open space management and maintenance is fully secured
considered in the design of the development
Drainage

51.

The development hereby permitted, excluding site clearance, enabling and demolition
works, must not be commenced until such time as a scheme to finalise the Moulsoe Brook
flood model has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
The scheme shall be fully implemented and subsequently maintained in accordance with
the scheme’s timing/phasing arrangements.
Reason: To ensure flood risk is not increased on or off site

52.

No development of a phase or sub-phase, including preparatory works, shall commence
until details of measures to capture and control surface water run-off from the relevant
phase will be provided and managed during the construction works have been submitted
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The applicant may be required
to provide collection, balancing and/or settlement systems for these flows, and should
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include the maintenance proposals during construction works. The approved measures
and systems shall be brought into operation before any works to create buildings or hard
surfaces commence.
Reason: To prevent environmental and amenity problems arising from flooding during
the construction phase and to sure flood risk is not increased on or off site
53.

Prior to the commencement of construction installation of services and setting out of
roads, cycleways, redways and footways of the highways works hereby permitted a
surface water drainage scheme, based on sustainable drainage principles, shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The scheme shall
be subsequently implemented in full accordance with the approved details prior to the
first use of the the respective surface it drains. The scheme shall be based upon the
principles within the agreed Surface Water Drainage Technical Note, prepared by WSP,
revision 3, dated 9 July 2021, or agreed revision thereof and shall also include:
a) Full calculations detailing the existing surface water runoff rates for the QBAR, 3.3%
Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) (1 in 30) and 1% AEP (1 in 100) storm events;
b) Full results of the proposed drainage system modelling in the above referenced storm
events (as well as 1% AEP plus climate change), inclusive of all collection, conveyance,
storage, flow control and disposal elements and including an allowance for urban creep,
together with an assessment of system performance;
c) Detailed drawings of the entire proposed surface water drainage system, including
levels, gradients, dimensions, pipe reference numbers and locations of appropriate
signage;
d) Full details of the proposed attenuation and flow control measures;
e) Site investigation and test results to confirm infiltration rates;
f) Temporary storage facilities if the development is to be phased;
g) A timetable for implementation if the development is to be phased;
h) Details of overland flood flow routes in the event of system exceedance, with
demonstration that such flows can be appropriately managed on site without increasing
flood risk to occupants;
i) Full details of the maintenance/adoption of the surface water drainage system; and
j) Measures taken to prevent pollution of the receiving groundwater and/or surface
water.
Reason: To prevent environmental and amenity problems arising from flooding and to
sure flood risk is not increased on or off site

54.

Prior to the first permanent public use (excluding temporary use under a traffic
management regime) of the highways works hereby permitted, details for the long term
maintenance arrangements for the surface water drainage system (including all SuDS
features) shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The submitted details should identify runoff sub-catchments, SuDS components, control
structures, flow routes and outfalls. In addition, the plan must clarify the access that is
required to each surface water management component for maintenance purposes. The
maintenance plan shall be carried out in full thereafter.
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Reason: To prevent environmental and amenity problems arising from flooding and to
sure flood risk is not increased on or off site
55.

All reserved matters applications for layout shall be accompanied by a detailed surface
water strategy. The strategy shall accord with the approved details of the strategic site
wide surface water strategy. The strategy shall be based upon a SuDS hierarchy, as
espoused by the publication 'The SuDS Manual CIRIA C753'. The strategy shall maximise
the use of measures to control water at source as far as practicable to limit the rate and
quantity of run-off and improve the quality of any run-off before it leaves the site or joins
any water body.
The strategy shall include details of all flow control system and the design, location and
capacity of all strategic SuDS features and shall include ownership, long-term adoption,
management and maintenance schemes, and monitoring arrangements/responsibilities
including appropriate signage. The strategy should also demonstrate that the exceedance
of the designed system has been considered through the provision of overland flow
routes.
The development shall be carried out in full accordance with the approved details and no
building pursuant to that particular reserved matters site for which approval is being
sought shall be occupied or used until such time as the approved detailed surface water
measures have been fully completed in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To prevent environmental and amenity problems arising from flooding and to
sure flood risk is not increased on or off site

56.

Any reserved matters applications or approval of details reserved by condition shall utilise
the Parcel Pro-Forma template (as per Appendix G within the agreed Surface Water
Drainage Technical Note, prepared by WSP, revision 3, dated 9 July 2021 or otherwise
agreed version) to demonstrate water catchment compliance of drainage and water
infrastructure in accordance with the principles established within the site wide strategy
and any relevant supplements. It shall include an updated summary of the allowable and
proposed contributing impermeable areas per parcel to ensure that approved
percentages have not been exceeded.
Reason: To prevent environmental and amenity problems arising from flooding

57.

All reserved matters applications that include buildings shall include a scheme for on-site
foul water drainage works, including connection points and discharge rates. Prior to the
occupation of any phase, the foul water drainage works relating to that phase shall carried
out in complete accordance with the approved scheme.
Reason: To prevent environmental and amenity problems arising from flooding

58.

Upon completion of the surface water drainage system, including any attenuation ponds
and swales, and prior to their adoption by a statutory undertaker or management
company; a survey and report from an independent surveyor shall be submitted to, and
approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority. The survey and report shall be
carried out by an appropriately qualified Chartered Surveyor or Chartered Engineer and
demonstrate that the surface water drainage system has been constructed in accordance
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with the details approved pursuant to Conditions 53-55. Where necessary, details of
corrective works to be carried out along with a timetable for their completion shall be
included for approval in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Any corrective works
required shall be carried out in accordance with the approved timetable and
subsequently re-surveyed by an independent surveyor, with their findings submitted to
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To prevent environmental and amenity problems arising from flooding
Sustainability
59.

All reserved matters applications involving provision of buildings shall be accompanied by
a Sustainability Statement and/or Energy and Climate Statement, as appropriate, to
accord with adopted local planning policy and supplementary planning guidance
regarding sustainability, energy efficiency, renewable energy generation and carbon
offsetting.
Reason: To ensure the future sustainability and energy efficiency of the development.

60.

All reserved matters applications involving provision of buildings shall be accompanied by
a proposed strategy for a quality and monitoring regime in relation to energy use, carbon
emissions, indoor air quality, overheating risk, and an as-built energy performance
evaluation.
Prior to the occupation of the evaluated buildings Upon their completion, all output
reports from the monitoring regimes shall be sent to the applicable owners/occupiers of
the monitored dwellings and shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure the building performance of completed dwellings matches their
calculated design performance, and that any gaps in performance are identified and
reported.
Other

61.

All reserved matters applications involving provision of buildings shall be accompanied by
a strategy for the delivery of infrastructure which, at a minimum, is capable of providing
superfast broadband connections (defined as providing broadband infrastructure capable
of meeting speeds in excess of 30 megabits/second) or in accordance with the
requirements of adopted local planning policy and supplementary planning guidance.
Reason: To provide high speed connections for the benefit of future residents and
businesses

62.

No overhead wires or cables shall be installed as part of the development hereby
permitted unless related to the provision of replacement, or diversion of, existing
overhead wires or cables. If overhead diversions or replacements are required these
should be replaced or diverted underground where possible.
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Reason: To prevent the installation of additional overhead cables which are not a
feature of the landscape
63.

All reserved matters applications shall be accompanied by evidence to demonstrate how
the proposal accords, in so far as is practicable, with Secured by Design (or any
subsequent regime promoted by the emergency services with regards to safety and
security).
Reason: To provide a safe and secure development

64.

All reserved matters applications involving the provision of buildings shall be
accompanied a waste management plan detailing how waste and recycling will be stored
and collected at/from dwellings and/or non-residential units.
Reason: To ensure waste and recycling collection and storage are handled appropriately
for amenity and highway safety
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UA1.0 Updated Plans
UA1.1 Below is an extract from the Building Heights Parameter Plan. The top extract is the updated,
corrected plan for the eastern perimeter parcel between the secondary and primary schools
showing the maximum building height at 2.5 storeys. The lower extract is that which was
previously included in Appendix 1 of the main report.
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UA2.0 Full text of additional consultations and representations
UA2.1 North Crawley Parish Council
Note: submitted as a written statement in lieu of speaking request, as no longer able to speak
at the meeting.
Whilst none of us welcome the immense disruption the MKE development will bring to our
surroundings for many years our PC does not object to the planning application in principle. We
do however have serious concerns for the unintended consequences it may have to our village.
North Crawley is just 2 miles North of Moulsoe and already suffers from substantial traffic flows
through the village both from traffic making its way to Cranfield and from the expanding
number of inhabitants of Cranfield driving to CMK. We believe that unless a Moulsoe bypass is
built as part of the initial infrastructure programme there will be a massive increase of traffic
impacting North Crawley when the MKE development takes place.
This is because current Cranfield bound traffic from J14 is directed, almost immediately on exit,
to Cranfield via Moulsoe. The substantial trading estates planned as part of this development
will obscure the Moulsoe route whilst a new dual carriageway will encourage traffic away from
J14 to join up with the A509 dual carriageway to Chicheley Hill and from there through North
Crawley.
Additionally Marshall Aerospace is setting up their Head Office in Cranfield which will
exacerbate the problem of traffic volumes.
North Crawley is a heritage village with old properties abutting the High St, some with little
foundations to withstand such traffic volumes. We have a thriving school in the centre of our
village which requires most children to cross the road. We have a busy nursery on the outskirts
of the village. Due to a lack of a much needed direct route to Cranfield from J14 combined with
the dramatic expansion of Cranfield itself we, on North Crawley Parish Council, fear traffic
volumes will reach levels that will endanger buildings, the mental and physical health of
residents and even the lives of our children.
We urge you to bring forward the plan for a Moulsoe bypass with direct access from J14 to
Cranfield. Thank you.
UA2.2 MKC Highways
Further comments related to drainage only
1. No works shall commence until a surface water drainage scheme including : levels,
gradients, dimensions, pipe reference numbers, proposed attenuation and flow control
measures, downstream infrastructure to the outfall has been submitted to and approved in
writing by MKC Highways. This should also include details of the maintenance/adoption of the
surface water drainage system
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2. The proposal should include the measures to be taken to prevent pollution of the receiving
groundwater and/or surface water. Oil interceptors are not required upstream of balancing
pond.
3. Ponds to be suds solutions with, sediment bays/reeds beds etc. Landscape planting to be
provided.
4. Drainage management plan for construction and post construction are to be provided.
5. Future residential discharge rates to the ponds to be indicated in the calculations and
shown on the drawing
6. The future maintenance of highway only balancing ponds is to be discussed with the Parks
Trust to see if they will be interested in maintaining them (and the conduits downstream to
the outfall) – Pond 2, Ponds 18A-1 to 3, Pond 25, Pond 26, Ponds 27A & 27B.
7. The Eastern Perimeter Road is proposed to be a single carriageway with narrow
attenuation ditches, Ponds 26, 27A and 27B. If the Eastern Perimeter Road were to be dualled
at some point in the future, there is insufficient room within the proposed highway
boundaries to accommodate attenuation ponds. WSP have suggested that attenuation tanks
would have to be provided under the dual carriageway. This is not acceptable to MKC. Adjust
the proposed highway boundaries to accommodate future balancing ponds.
8. Tongwell Street proposals are currently being substantially redesigned, so MKC are not
commenting on this Section.
9. The proposed extensive use of kerb drainage on Link 107 is not acceptable to MKC. It has
ben agreed that kerb drainage can be used over the River Ouzel Bridge. Other areas of Link
107 should be conventional drainage.
10. The chambers with a Hydrobrake should be 3m diameter.
11. Back drops should be avoided.
12. Provide easements for surface water drainage in private land
13. All surface water chambers to be catchpits with a 600mm sump.
14. 1050 and 1350mm diameter chambers not to be used. Use 1200mm dia. and 1500mm
dia. instead.
UA2.3 National Highways
Additional comments
National Highways have no objection to the proposed development at MKE as set out in their
letter of 21 September 2021 and accept that the traffic modelling at M1 J14 provided by the
applicant indicates that the junction will operate satisfactorily in the future. However, to
ensure that this is not a problem in the future National Highways have agreed with the
applicant that transport modelling of M1 J14 and its immediate highway network will be
reviewed, using new traffic data once the new strategic highway infrastructure has been built
and is operational, such that if this demonstrates there to be unacceptable queuing on the
northbound off-slip appropriate mitigation can be identified. This is captured within the
planning conditions and s106 obligations recommended by National Highways within their
letter of 21 September 2021.
UA2.4 Anglian Water
ASSETS
Section 1 - Assets Affected
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There are assets owned by Anglian Water or those subject to an adoption agreement within
or close to the development boundary that may affect the layout of the site. Anglian Water
would ask that the following text be included within your Notice should permission be
granted.
Anglian Water has assets close to or crossing this site or there are assets subject to an
adoption agreement. Therefore the site layout should take this into account and
accommodate those assets within either prospectively adoptable highways or public open
space. If this is not practicable then the sewers will need to be diverted at the developers cost
under Section 185 of the Water Industry Act 1991. or, in the case of apparatus under an
adoption agreement, liaise with the owners of the apparatus. It should be noted that the
diversion works should normally be completed before development can commence.
The development site is within 15 metres of a sewage pumping station. This asset requires
access for maintenance and will have sewerage infrastructure leading to it. For practical
reasons therefore it cannot be easily relocated. Anglian Water consider that dwellings located
within 15 metres of the pumping station would place them at risk of nuisance in the form of
noise, odour or the general disruption from maintenance work caused by the normal
operation of the pumping station.
The site layout should take this into account and accommodate this infrastructure type
through a necessary cordon sanitaire, through public space or highway infrastructure to
ensure that no development within 15 metres from the boundary of a sewage pumping
station if the development is potentially sensitive to noise or other disturbance or to
ensure future amenity issues are not created.
WASTEWATER SERVICES
Section 2 - Wastewater Treatment
The foul drainage from this development is in the catchment of Cotton Valley Water Recycling
Centre that will have available capacity for these flows Some areas within this development
site will be exposed to odour emissions and noise emanating from the Cotton
Valley WRC operation. It is not practicable to mitigate these emissions at source. As the
anticipated level of exposure would restrict the full amenity of this development it may not
be compatible with the essential operation of the WRC.
A detailed assessment is recommended, to establish the extent to which this exposure may
be mitigated by the layout and design of the development. Due to the size of this
development and its proximity to the WRC, there is insufficient scope to effectively mitigate
the exposure to the WRC operations
Section 3 - Used Water Network
This response has been based on the following submitted documents: Design and Access
Statement Milton Keynes East dated March 2021/Drainage Technical Note/Application Form
Development will lead to an unacceptable risk of flooding downstream. Anglian Water will
need to plan effectively for the proposed development, if permission is granted. We will need
to work with the applicant to ensure any infrastructure improvements are delivered in line
with the development. We therefore request a condition requiring phasing plan and on-site
drainage strategy. (1) INFORMATIVE - Notification of intention to connect to the public sewer
under S106 of the Water Industry Act Approval and consent will be required by Anglian
Water, under the Water Industry Act 1991. Contact Development Services Team 0345 606
6087. (2) INFORMATIVE - Protection of existing assets - A public sewer is shown on record
plans within the land identified for the proposed development. It appears that development
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proposals will affect existing public sewers. It is recommended that the applicant contacts
Anglian Water Development Services Team for further advice on this matter. Building over
existing public sewers will not be permitted (without agreement) from Anglian Water. (3)
INFORMATIVE - Building near to a public sewer - No building will be permitted within the
statutory easement width of 3 metres from the pipeline without agreement from Anglian
Water. Please contact Development Services Team on 0345 606 6087. (4) INFORMATIVE - The
developer should note that the site drainage details submitted have not been approved for
the purposes of adoption. If the developer wishes to have the sewers included in a sewer
adoption agreement with Anglian Water (under Sections 104 of the Water Industry Act 1991),
they should contact our Development Services Team on 0345 606 6087 at the earliest
opportunity. Sewers intended for adoption should be designed and constructed in accordance
with Design and Construction Guidance for foul and surface water sewers offered for
adoption under the Code for adoption agreements for water and sewerage companies
operating wholly or mainly in England ("the Code"), as supplemented by Anglian Water’s
requirements.
Section 4 - Surface Water Disposal
The preferred method of surface water disposal would be to a sustainable drainage system
(SuDS) with connection to sewer seen as the last option. Building Regulations (part H) on
Drainage and Waste Disposal for England includes a surface water drainage hierarchy, with
infiltration on site as the preferred disposal option, followed by discharge to watercourse and
then connection to a sewer. From the details submitted to support the planning application
the proposed method of surface water management does not relate to Anglian Water
operated assets. As such, we are unable to provide comments in the suitability of
the surface water management. The Local Planning Authority should seek the advice of the
Lead Local Flood Authority or the Internal Drainage Board. The Environment Agency should
be consulted if the drainage system directly or indirectly involves the discharge of water into
a watercourse. Should the proposed method of surface water management change to include
interaction with Anglian Water operated assets, we would wish to be reconsulted
to ensure that an effective surface water drainage strategy is prepared and implemented. The
applicant has indicated on their application form that their method of surface water drainage
is via SuDS. If the developer wishes Anglian Water to be the adopting body for all or part of
the proposed SuDS scheme the Design and Construction Guidance must be followed. We
would recommend the applicant contact us at the earliest opportunity
to discuss their SuDS design via a Pre-Planning Strategic Enquiry. The Lead Local Flood
Authority (LLFA) are a statutory consultee for all major development and should be consulted
as early as possible to ensure the proposed drainage system meets with minimum operational
standards and is beneficial for all concerned organisations and individuals. We promote the
use of SuDS as a sustainable and natural way of controlling surface water run-off. We please
find below our SuDS website link for further information.
https://www.anglianwater.co.uk/developers/drainage-services/sustainable-drainagesystems/
Section 5 - Suggested Planning Conditions
Anglian Water would therefore recommend the following planning condition if the Local
Planning Authority is mindful to grant planning approval.
Used Water Sewerage Network (Section 3) We have no objection subject to the following
condition: Condition Prior to the construction above damp proof course, a scheme for on-site
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foul water drainage works, including connection point and discharge rate, shall be submitted
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Prior to the occupation of any
phase, the foul water drainage works relating to that phase must have been carried out in
complete accordance with the approved scheme. Reason To prevent environmental and
amenity problems arising from flooding
Next steps
Desktop analysis has suggested that the proposed development will lead to an unacceptable
risk of flooding downstream. We therefore highly recommend that you engage with Anglian
Water at your earliest convenience to develop in consultation with us a feasible drainage
strategy.
If you have not done so already, we recommend that you submit a Pre-planning enquiry with
our Pre-Development team. This can be completed online at our website
http://www.anglianwater.co.uk/developers/pre-development.aspx
Once submitted, we will work with you in developing a feasible mitigation solution.
If a foul or surface water condition is applied by the Local Planning Authority to the Decision
Notice, we will require a copy of the following information prior to recommending discharging
the condition:
Foul water:
Feasible drainage strategy agreed with Anglian Water detailing the discharge solution
including:
Development size
Proposed discharge rate (Should you require a pumped connection, please note that our
minimum pumped discharge rate is 3.8l/s)
Connecting manhole discharge location (No connections can be made into a public rising
main)
Notification of intention to connect to the public sewer under S106 of the Water Industry Act
(More information can be found on our website)
Feasible mitigation strategy in agreement with Anglian Water (if required)
UA2.5 Representations from interested parties
MK Forum
Second Representation
We are responding to the further submission from the applicant. Whilst we are pleased to
note that it is now proposed that the V11 is to run in two directions, this has been achieved
by severing the connection into Willen at Carleton Gate. This reduces the flexibility for local
residents entering and leaving the gridsquare and will cause particular inconvenience for
residents in the eastern half of Willen in having to make longer journeys to the south-eastern
part of Milton Keynes, including Junction 14.
This will become particularly apparent during Rush Hour, when residents wishing to leave via
Carleton Gate (and who are unable to make a right turn due to the weight of traffic) currently
have the option of travelling north to the Tongwell Roundabout to head back south. Under
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the proposed arrangement they will have to use the Willen Roundabout instead, which will
add approximately 2km to the journey and is inefficient in both time and resources.
We also feel that the proposed design, in which the new V11 “dives under” the road from MK
East is clumsy and out of keeping with the elegant design of the grid road network in which all
grid road junctions are made at grade.
The fact that we are now on the third iteration of a scheme to join the new M1 crossing to the
V11 (if one includes the solution for which funding was achieved as part of the HIF bid)
indicates that there is no ready and obvious solution to achieve a satisfactory all movement
junction between V11 and the new M1 crossing in the location which has been chosen. We
continue to argue that the crossing is in the wrong place and that, were the crossing to be
made in the vicinity of the Tongwell Roundabout, a better solution could be found.
We make the following further comments:
1. The traffic analysis for the location of the new crossing seems to have been made on the
basis of alterations to journey times during Rush Hour. We argue that this is a naïve and
short-sighted approach. Such an analysis prioritises the journeys for those who, as a rule, will
live beyond the boundaries of Milton Keynes. A proper analysis should also consider the
effect of the proposals upon the times and journeys of residents of MK (particularly Willen) as
they go about their daily business.
2. The HIF bid was based upon an all movement junction between the new road and V11
controlled by traffic lights and was the basis upon which the consultation was organised and
funding granted. There would have been considerable protest (we suggest) had the scheme
now being proposed been submitted at the time of the original SPD consultation. The fact
that we now have a different proposal before us suggest that the original HIF scheme had not
been properly developed.
3. It seems to us that the proposal now submitted is more expensive that the one that is to be
funded via the HIF bid. Given that the amount of money is fixed (as we understand) it is clear
that there has to be corresponding cost reductions elsewhere and, whilst this is not
necessarily within the scope of the planning application, we feel that the public is owed a
proper explanation to ensure that there will not be a greater financial burden upon the
people of MK.
The overall application has many merits and we have welcomed discussions that we have had
with the applicant regarding our initial comments. However, such merits are considerably
overridden by the nature of the proposed road design which shows a failure to understand
that MK’s grid-roads comprise a network that enables a full choice of movement in all
directions at each interchange. What has been proposed would disrupt this simplicity and
effectiveness and cause much inconvenience.
We are concerned that it would seem that no proper feasibility assessment has been carried
out to compare the chosen scheme with one that would cross the M1 and connect into a
remodelled Tongwell Roundabout. As it stands, there is a lingering doubt amongst the public
that the chosen solution is indeed the best one.
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We recognise that selection of a new M1 crossing would require some major changes to the
plans for development west of the River Ouzel, but we believe that this would produce not
only a better development but improved traffic flows in general.
This whole issue becomes even more important now that an application has been lodged for
Caldecote Farm (which departs from the requirement within the SPD for Willen Road to be
upgraded to a Grid Road) and, with an application waiting in the wings from Bloor Homes,
there will be tremendous pressure on the road network in this corner of the city. It is
therefore vitally important that there is a properly considered transport solution for the
whole of MK East.
As it stands at the moment, we do not feel that this is the case. We have a concern that the
proposed solutions from all three landholders in MKE, when taken together, do not reflect
the genuine aspirations to create a development of high quality. We feel that there is a real
danger that the treatment of Willen Road together with the unsatisfactory nature of the
intersection of the M1 crossing and V11 will encourage of the residents of MKE to look away
from MK rather than feel an integral part of it.
It does not seem correct that the residents of Willen, in particular, should have to bear the
consequences of development at some distance from their homes, the more so because they
are deriving no benefit from it.
We continue to request that this application should be rejected.
MK Green Party
While we are opposed in principle to the expansion of MK onto greenfield sites around
urban MK, we accept that MKE is in Plan MK and so cannot be objected to on that basis.
This outline application is premature because this it is only for part of the MKE SUE. It
should be deferred until there are outline apps for all parts of the SUE and then they
should all be considered together. This app is dependent upon the other apps, especially
for transport, traffic and access, so cannot stand on its own. This app is hybrid, some parts
are outline and some are full. It is not clear which parts are which. Some roads and
redways appear to be outline only whereas others appear to be full. Some of the plans
have been revised recently giving little time for comments to be made on them.
We also have objections to the provision of highways, Redways and bus and MRT
facilities, see below.
Highways
We are generally opposed in principle to “rolling out the grid” into expansion areas but this
site could be an exception because of local constraints such as A422, A509 and M1. The
main road network in MK is designed on a grid system. The road network within MKE is
also designed on a grid system. However the link between these two grid networks, across
the M1, is not aligned with a grid network. This makes no sense. The connection between
the two grid networks should itself be a grid network.
M1 Crossing
At the proposed dive-under Y junction on the V11 near Carleton Gate there will be no
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access for traffic from east to west or vice versa. Consequently all east-west traffic traffic
on the H4 alignment will have to use Willen Rd and the Bloor district distributor road.
Neither of these roads is a grid road. The Bloor district distributor road is not suitable for
the amount of through traffic that it will have to handle, especially with houses fronting on
to it. The junction of Willen Rd and the Bloor district distributor road will be a T-junction.
This will be a cause of delays and congestion, with or without signals, because of the
amount of traffic turning at the junction.
The proposed V11 bridge over the M1 will lead to more traffic using the already busy
Pineham roundabout and the H5 which is heavily congested at peak times.
We also have concerns about how traffic on the southbound V11 underpass will merge
with the traffic on the dual carriageway from MKE. If the inside lane of the dual
carriageway becomes a bus/MRT lane then merging traffic will have to cross that lane.
How will that happen?
Alternative proposal
Instead of extending V11 on a new bridge over the M1 extend H4 Danstead Way on a new
bridge over the M1 to London Rd (V12). H4 from V11 to V12 and V12 (London Rd) from
H4 to H3 (A422) would be dual carriageways. Other sections would be single
carriageways. This would be instead of the V11 extension and new M1 crossing proposed
in the DF. The H4 bridge over the M1 would be less expensive than the proposed V11
bridge because it would be at a right angle to M1 whereas the proposed V11 bridge would
be skewed. Skew bridges cost more.
This H4 extension could be by a new 4 lane bridge from Tongwell roundabout on the same
alignment as existing H4 and a new roundabout on the east side, Caldecote rdbt, where a
diverted Willen Road would meet it. The existing Willen Road bridge over the M1 could
become just a Redway bridge or could also accommodate a northbound-only single
carriageway road. This new M1 bridge might need extra lanes for MRT. The plan below
shows how this could be done.
The proposed Willen Link roundabout could then be replaced with a local road underpass
and a left in/left out (LILO) junction on each side of the grid road, as is found in other parts
of the MK grid road network.
North-south traffic would use existing V11 (possibly dualled) to Tongwell rdbt, H4 extension
across the M1 to new Caldecote rdbt, new link to Willen Rd and then Willen Rd. This
would be similar to the layout of the H8 and V8 where they briefly run together between
Marina and Netherfield rdbts.
The proposed V11 bridge was part of the HIF bid. This was based on work by the
developers and was not subject to public scrutiny prior to submission to DfT. The principle
of a H4 extension over M1 has not been assessed by either the council, DfT or the
developers. It would be very unwise to approve the current application until such an
assessment has been made.
Signs would direct A422/A509 Bedford/Olney to CMK traffic away from M1 J14. Cars from
Bedford and Olney directions towards CMK would be directed to use V12 (old London Rd)
and extended H4, to reduce pressure on J14.
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Other roads
There should be a link from new eastern perimeter road (V13) to North Crawley Rd. This
might be bike and bus-only or could also allow other vehicles.
Alternatively the junction between the eastern perimeter road and the A422 could be
moved about 300m north to where North Crawley Rd crosses A422. Instead of an at grade
roundabout it could become a grade separated junction. This would increase the capacity
of the road and reduce delays. The existing North Crawley Rd bridge would become the
Southern side of a new roundabout above the A422. A new bridge just to the north would
become the northern side of a new roundabout with U shape links at each end to create an
oval roundabout, a similar shape to the J14 over the M1. The eastern perimeter road
would join this new roundabout at its south east corner. There would be north-facing on
and off ramps down to A422. South-facing on and off ramps would not be necessary
because Tickford and Fenny Lodge roundabouts are nearby and can be accessed via
North Crawley Rd. Constructing this new roundabout above the A422 would be far less
intrusive than constructing a new roundabout at grade. This new roundabout would also be
the access to a P&R site for cars from the A422/A509.
If the proposed V11 extension across the M1 is to be built the junction of Carleton Gate
with the V11 could be a left in/left out (LILO) junction with access from Carleton Gate to the
northbound lane of existing V11 only. This would reduce the pressure on the northern exit
via Millington Gate and enable access into the estate from the south for Willen residents.
The new road proposed to serve the housing and employment areas in the south east of
the site could be extended to Cranfield. This would significantly reduce the volume of
traffic passing through Moulsoe village. A Redway alongside such a road would provide a
more level journey to Cranfield for cyclists, avoiding the hill that Moulsoe sits on.
The speed limit on grid roads should be reduced to 50 mph. As well as improving road
safety and reducing CO2 emissions it would make it easier for buses to pull out of side
roads and bus stop lay-bys - it is much easier for a bus to join a stream of traffic travelling
at 50mph than one travelling at 70mph - and easier for buses to cross traffic when turning
right into or out of estates. The original Plan for MK produced by the MK Development
Corporation in 1970 specified a 40mph speed limit for grid roads, fig 103 on page 287, so
a speed limit reduction would be moving closer to the original design for MK.
Make other roads safer by introducing 20mph speed limits in the new residential areas and
possibly also in the employment areas.
Pedestrianised areas and streets should be encouraged.
There should be reduced parking standards near local/district centres.
Some housing to be car-free for non-car-owners, enforced by covenant. The provision of
car parking spaces takes up land which could be better used for more housing or more
green space.
There should be Electric Car charge points in new housing and at local centres.
There should be a Car share scheme for MK East residents.
Mass Rapid Transit
We welcome the proposal to serve MKE with MRT, buses and DRT. However the proposed
design does not work for MRT. It is not compatible with MK2050 or the SPD.
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The Primary streets within MKE proposed to be served by Mass Rapid Transit are not
suitable for Mass Transit or Rapid Transit and so definitely not suitable for Mass Rapid
Transit. The Primary streets are too narrow (no segregation), too twisty and too slow for
MRT.
MK2050 specifies that MRT should be capable of carrying 100+ passengers, that's the
“mass transit” bit. The illustrations show a 3 section articulated vehicle. Such a long
vehicle could not easily operate on the narrow and twisty primary streets as shown in DAS
Ch 5. MASTERPLAN FRAMEWORK and Ch 6 ILLUSTRATIVE MASTERPLAN.
The Primary streets are proposed to have 20mph speed limit. If MRT is confined to 20mph
it will hardly qualify as “rapid transit”. It is acceptable to have short low speed sections of
MRT in the vicinity of local centres and MRT stops but not long low speed sections as
proposed.
The Primary streets are proposed to be single carriageway roads. So MRT would have to
share road space with other traffic giving the potential for that other traffic to delay the
MRT services.
The design of the Primary streets could work for conventional buses but not for MRT. The
design needs to be changed so that it can accommodate MRT in the future.
This is MK2050 description of MRT network:
“A Mass Rapid Transit network
The original 1970 Plan for Milton Keynes created our grid road network with the flexibility
and space for a fixed-track public transport system. Through our long-term planning we
can now deliver a modern version of this in the form of a Mass Rapid Transit (MRT)
network. This would be a public transport system with frequent services to and from our
key destinations, capable of carrying many passengers at times of peak demand with
competitive ticket prices.
New electric-powered vehicles, similar to a tram in functionality and quality, can run on
road surfaces rather than expensive, fixed rail infrastructure, and in future will be
driverless. To be attractive, journey times must be reliable, so our MRT vehicles cannot be
caught up in traffic. The generous space built into our grid corridors means we can create
lanes alongside or within the existing carriageway (for example, by using one of the lanes
of a dual carriageway). The illustrations in Figure Five and Figure Six show examples of
how that could work. Dedicated routes for MRT will also be created to link with new or
existing settlements nearby. In some places, our MRT vehicles might run within traffic for
short distances with measures that ensure they are given priority. Using the flexibility built
into our design, initial modelling has shown that about 90% of our network could be on
segregated routes.”
What is proposed in the DAS is clearly not compatible with the MK2050 specification or
with the Milton Keynes East Strategic Urban Extension Development Framework
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD). The SPD in Fig 4.2a specifies that the MRT will
run on grid roads and segregated routes, not on residential roads.
Community Hub multi-modal transport interchange
The Community Hub MRT stop is shown as only being on the route from Newport Pagnell/
P&R. The route from Cranfield joins the route from Newport Pagnell just to the west of the
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Community Hub MRT stop and so the route from Cranfield would not serve the Community
Hub stop. That makes no sense. All MRT services passing through MKE should serve the
Community Hub MRT stop, whether originating/terminating in Newport Pagnell/P&R or
Cranfield. The design needs to be altered to enable that to happen.
Buses
More journeys must be made by public transport. This should be encouraged by providing
better facilities for buses and Mass Rapid Transit (MRT). This can take the form of higher
quality vehicles, higher quality bus stops and ensuring that buses or MRT do not get held
up in congestion so that they can run fast and be punctual.
The bus services that will be introduced to serve MK East should not just be from CMK to
MK East. They should go on to Newport Pagnell. This will make the local link between MK
East and Newport Pagnell and also provide a more frequent service between CMK and
Newport Pagnell. There should be bus services to other key locations in MK, not just to
CMK. These should include Newport Pagnell, Coachway, Kingston and the Hospital.
How will the bus services be funded? The long build period will mean that subsidy will be
required for a longer than the normal 5-7 years, requiring more subsidy in total. Where will
this subsidy come from?
The 400m circles in the diagram on p143 of the DAS give a misleading impression of the
coverage of the bus services. DfT recommendations and MK Council policy is that there
should be a maximum 400m walking distance between each home and the nearest bus
stop. Note this is “walking distance”, not “as crow flies” which is what the 400m circles
show. Consequently the true coverage, housing within 400m walking distance of a bus
stop, is considerably less than that shown in the diagram.
The Principle Bus Route (PBR), as shown in the diagram on p143 of the DAS, only has
one bus stop in the 3km between H5 and Community Hub. It should have more bus stops.
There could be a pair of bus stops on V11 just before the proposed new bridge over M1, to
serve Willen, and another pair of bus stops on PBR just before the proposed new
roundabout that gives access to Bloor Homes area, to serve adjacent planned residential
or employment areas.
X5 is a Regional express service. This doesn’t serve every local stop that it passes, only
major interchanges. So it won’t serve the bus stops on southern part of London Rd shown
in the diagram on p143 of the DAS. No other service is shown as running on that section
so there may well be bus stops but they won’t be served by any buses. The housing on the
west side of London Rd will be more than 400m walking distance from bus stops on the
Primary St. Consequently some of the housing in that part of the development won’t be
served by bus. More local bus routes should be created so that all parts of the
development, including London Rd, do have a bus service.
The Northern section of the Primary street is not suitable for X5 Regional express service
for much same reasons as it is not suitable for MRT.
Roads that will be used by MRT/buses should be built early so that services can run from
first occupation.
A condition of planning permission should be that the local bus services that serve MK
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East are operated with electric buses.
We are puzzled by the use of the term “demand responsive rapid transit system” on DAS
p59. “A series of characterful neighbourhoods with density and mixed uses in the right
places to support a demand responsive rapid transit system with direct connections to
Milton Keynes.” We are familiar with MRT and DRT but this is a new one on us. What does
it mean?
Some of the documents refer to a Public Transport strategy as being in preparation in
2019. We have not been able to find it amongst the plethora of documents. Does it exist?
Is it available?
Walking/Cycling and Redways
More journeys must be made by walking and cycling. This should be encouraged by
providing better facilities for those modes.
There must be permeability for pedestrians and cyclists. It was there many decades ago in
the design of, for example, West Bletchley and Lakes Estate, but not in more recent
developments of last 30 years, eg Monkston and Middleton.
The design of housing estates should be more permeable for pedestrians and cyclists
with, for example, footpaths linking the closed ends of cul de sacs so that people can walk
or cycle more directly without having to make large detours from the "crow-flies" route.
There should also be frequent pedestrian/cycle links from the streets within a grid square
to the Redways alongside the surrounding grid roads and the bus stops on the grid roads.
We welcome commitment that all homes to be within 12 min walk of a school. This
commitment should be extended to include a convenience food shop or Community hub
as well as a school.
There should be grade separated Redway crossings every 500m or less on M1 and A422.
These should not be left for Bloor Homes to provide. Most of the users will be going to or
from St James development so St James should provide most of the infrastructure,
including grade separated Redway crossings. Excuses about the difficulties over land
ownership are not sufficient reason to fail to provide adequate crossings. The crossings
are essential. So if St James cannot provide them then the development should not take
place.
There should be a Redway across the M1 to the south of J14 to link the southern part of
MKE to the rest of MK. The A509 at J14 is not safe for cyclists and has no footpath for
pedestrians. The SPD has such a link but the Masterplan does not. It should do so. On the
west side it could link into the existing Redway network at Coachway. On the MKE side it
could follow the same corridor as the watercourse running between warehouses to the
Primary street and across the Primary street to serve the housing in the SE corner of the
development.
The Redway crossings of A422 near Tickford and Marsh End roundabouts must be grade
separated. At grade crossings would be dangerous and would cause delays to traffic on
A422.
We regard the provision of a grade separated crossing at Marsh End roundabout as more
important than the Redway bridge over A422 proposed roughly mid way between Tickford
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and Marsh End roundabouts because it would be used by more pedestrians and cyclists.
We would wish to see the existing PROW across A422 roughly mid way between Tickford
and Marsh End roundabouts retained. If only one grade separated crossing can be
afforded in that area then it should be at Marsh End roundabout with a traffic light
controlled at grade crossing at the mid point rather than the other way round. This would
probably require a 50mph speed limit on that section.
The Redway crossing of A422 near Tickford roundabout must be grade separated. This
can be done by creating a Redway alongside the river Ouzel under the existing A422
bridge. Issues about land ownership must be resolved to enable this to happen.
The ramps to the Redway bridge over A422 near Howard Way and to the Redway
underpass under V11 are shown as concertina or folded ramps. These are difficult for
cyclists and wheelchair users. They are not consistent with the council policy to encourage
more journeys by bike. These, and all concertina or folded Redway ramps in MKE, should
be replaced by either straight ramps or wide radius curve ramps. Where space is restricted
these might be a spiral design.
The Redway that was planned, but never built, from Coachway to Pineham roundabout,
under A509 and then along the north side of Portway, should be built together with an
underpass of V11 just north of Pineham roundabout.
These new Redways provide a connection between CMK and the southern part of MKE.
Although these Redways are mainly outside the MKE site they are to serve residents and
employees of MKE and so should be provided by St James.
The design of housing estates should be more permeable for pedestrians and cyclists
with, for example, footpaths linking the closed ends of cul de sacs so that people can walk
or cycle more directly without having to make large detours from the "crow-flies" route.
There should also be frequent pedestrian/cycle links from the streets within a grid square
to the Redways alongside the surrounding grid roads and the bus stops on the grid roads.
There should be a link from new eastern grid road to North Crawley Rd. This might be bike
and bus-only or could also allow other vehicles.
Rail
Parts of the Environmental Statement Chapter D: Transport are a work of fantasy. For
example Table D4.4 claims that Woburn Sands, as of Feb 2021, has 4 trains per hour (tph)
to Ridgmont, Stewartby, Bedford and 2 tph to Bletchley. There has never been more than
1 train per hour on this Marston Vale service and since trains run between Bletchley and
Bedford it is hard to see how they can have different levels of service. When the centre
section of East West Rail is completed, possibly around 2030, then Woburn Sands may
get 4 trains per hour but it doesn’t have them in 2021.
It should also be noted that during Spring of 2021, including February, most “trains” on
Marston Vale line were actually rail replacement buses due to crew shortages caused by
the Covid pandemic.
Fortunately Woburn Sands station is a long way from MKE so this is of little relevance to
MKE but it illustrates the nonsense that is used to pad out planning application supporting
documents.
Car parking
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Car parking in residential areas should be designed so that it can be repurposed when it is
no longer needed for storing cars. If MK is to achieve the council’s goal of carbon neutrality
by 2030 and becoming the Greenest city in the world then its citizens will travel very
differently to the way that people have travelled since the inception of the new town in
1967. People will own far fewer cars and so less space will be required to park them in,
both “at home” and at work, shops, etc. The surplus car parking spaces should be
designed so that they are capable of being turned into cycle storage, gardens, allotments,
small parks or play areas or having more housing built on them.
Car parking in non-residential areas should be designed so that it can be repurposed when
it is no longer needed for storing cars. This might be more employment buildings or leisure
facilities.
Green spaces
All mature trees should be retained. More trees should be planted as part of the
development. Most existing hedges should be retained and joined together with new
planting to act as wildlife corridors.
There should be a requirement to plant lots of street trees. These provide shading and
cooling in housing areas, increasing comfort and reducing energy consumption.
The green buffer along part of the eastern edge near Moulsoe should be extended all the
way up to North Crawley Rd.
The Ouzel floodplain should remain as natural as possible but with increased tree planting.
All responses and representations received can be viewed in full, online at www.miltonkeynes.gov.uk/publicaccess using application ref. 21/00999/OUTEIS.
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